**What Is The Most Exciting Possibility?**

People can be more unified with less interdepartmental dissension. Have a shared identity and a common thread that binds us all.

Need more refined system to maintain closer faculty interactions.

Let’s streamline administrative responsibilities so the administrator can more effectively support the academic function off UH Hilo.

I like the Hawaiian component that honors host culture.

We want consistency, clarity, & transparency of administrative decision making & resource allocation.

Develop sense of responsibility for our own work time/space.

Ten applicants for every opening (students.) One hundred applicants for every job position (academic + staff).

Fully engaged university.

Connectedness

Help K-12 focus education on math and sciences so we are leaders in state.

Need to build confidences in the faculty so they even consider sending their own children here.

Consensus needed on admission standards

Hawaiian students can request their exams in their language + UHH will respond to meet that.

Devote resources to the Ohana of our university (i.e., childcare for faculty, students, staff)

Fine tune/improve the technological aspects of our teaching and campus.

Make faculty the first priority at university for teaching (small classes, support)

Business ethics-thinking holistically

Geological oceanography (grapes)...Marine sciences is a vineyard discipline ripening

Most exciting possibility is the opportunity to offer a high quality university education infused with the cultural and environmental uniqueness of the Big Island Hawaii.

Everything needs to be connected and interactive. Every program to provide interactive opportunity for the students. The way in which we teach students distinguishes us...